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Testimonials for the AOMDT 

"Lynn is a force of nature – intense, extremely creative, committed to healing, a wonderful teacher and a wonderful dancer. It has been so easy and 

fun to collaborate with her... I love the range of personalities, ages and backgrounds in the company." -Dr. Nassim Assefi, Director of Stage Content 

for TEDMED 

"Last night's opening was a gigantic success. Over 1000 people from the design, art, fashion, music + film world attended. The Art of Motion Dance 

Theatre was SENSATIONAL!" -Ralph Pucci 

"I was especially struck by Art of Motion Dance Theatre ... at The [Lincoln Center] Allen Room...your work is most evocative for me, and novel too, so 
I can’t wait to see more" -Amrita Douglas, DancenetTV 

 
 "They [AOMDT] have a very visually unusual presentation - really different and refreshing." - Audrey Ross 

 
―AOM Dance Theatre and its dancers were spectacular‖ 

-Women’s Wear Daily Blog 

 ―Very fine dancing by Lynn Lesniak…brilliant in timing…strict control‖ 

-The New York Times 

―"How fabulous! (Your video) is beautiful. It is life-affirming that you and your spot in the world were represented on our Global Water Dances day. 
Your contribution is very important. I can’t thank you enough."  
-Global Water Dances Artistic Director, Marylee Hardenbergh 

 
―Outstanding…remarkable…that splash of yellow brought vibrancy to Composition beyond our expectations!‖ 

-Longhouse Executive Director, Matko Tomicic 

―Absolutely fantastic‖ 

-Out and About 

 ―Acerbic lighting, props and costumes‖ 

-The Washington Post on Cool Wave 

―Both [Kent Lindemer and Lynn Needle] are experienced troupers who wouldn’t let a little thing like ego get in the way…Grappling with each other, 

they felt their way into uncharted territory‖ 

-The Star Ledger 

―Forest, by Lynn Needle, was a premiere and an eyeful. [Needle] has some gorgeously trained dancers. A wonderful piece. Nikolais on pointe.‖ 

-Barbara Fox, Princeton Comment 

 ―Papillon Suite is magical, and the dancers are lucky …dressing up like brilliant butterflies and becoming one with their inner Monarch…[They] 

mimicked admirably the delicate and graceful nature of the real-life 

creatures.‖ 

-Elizabeth Madden-Zibman, Princeton Comment 

 ―Lesniak…uses the body like a well-oiled mechanical device...In her solo Equanimity, Lesniak is lovely, articulate, creamy smooth. She reminded 

me of Carolyn Carlson in both her look and her dreamy self-absorption.‖ 

-The Village Voice, Burt Supree 

―A flash of what is happening now…Lesniak has a great theatrical sense…The choreographer is in touch with the times in which we live‖ 

-Dance Magazine 

―With gigantic swaths of silk cloth waving about under fantastic lights, it was reminiscent of Loie Fuller.‖ 

-Jamuna Dasi on Papillon Suite, Princeton Comment  



P  R  E  S  E  N  T  I  N  G 

 

performed by Lynn Needle 

EXCERPTS PREMIERED IN COLIMA, MEXICO 

AT THE BALLET FOLKLÓRICO DE LA UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA 

November 2015 

An hour-long one act in two sections, honoring passed legends and collaborators 

Program includes complimentary master class taught by Lynn Needle  

and meet the artist engagement/Q&A session.  



SIX SOLOS PROGRAM 
Performed by Lynn Lesniak Needle 

PRELUDE* 

N O U M E N O N 

Choreography and Sound Score by Alwin Nikolais/1953 

Performed with the permission of the Nikolais/Louis Foundation for Dance, Inc./NYC 

i. I M P R O M P T U 

Choreographed by Claudia Gitelman/1978 

Performed with the permission of the Gitelman Estate 

Music by Franz Schubert 

ii. H A U N T E D 

Choreographed by Lynn Lesniak Needle 

Music by Dr. Dinu Ghezzo 

Video Direction and Animation by John Crawford 

Video Choreography and Performance by Summer Bowie 

Costume Design by Lynn Lesniak Needle 

Premiered 2011/NYU Steinhardt/NYC 

iii. F O R E S T 

Choreographed by Lynn Lesniak Needle 

Music by David Lanz 

Costume Design by Lynn Lesniak Needle 

Digital Projection by Ruth Grauert 

Premiered 2010/Hunter College/NYC 

iv. M O N A R C H 

Choreographed by Lynn Lesniak Needle 

Music by Stevie Wonder 

Costume Design & Construction by Annie Hickman 

Digital Projection by Ruth Grauert 

Premiered 2010/Ciccone Theatre, Bergen Community College/NJ 

v. S H A K T I 

Choreographed by Lynn Lesniak Needle 

Music by Mickey Hart 

Costume Design by Annie Hickman 

Premiered 2012/Ciccone Theatre, Bergen Community College/NJ 

Lighting Design by Ruth Grauert 

vi. F E V E R 

Choreographed by Luigi, Staged by Ravah Schenkel 

Music by Peggy Lee 

Premiered 2016/APAP Showcase 

*Program includes optional prelude of Alwin Nikolais’ NOUMENON 

with the permission of the Nikolais/Louis Foundation. Add’l fee required. 

Master Class and Q&A/Meet the Artist Engagement session available upon request 

Fee $3,000.00+ 

 



 

 

TEDMED Friday: Natural Inspirations, 

Surreal Designs 
Back to Blog Home 

Posted on September 13, 2014 by TEDMED Staff 

 

The third and final day at TEDMED 2014 touched on 

grand influences: The vast impact of our life events, 

lifestyles and external environment on our minds and 

bodies. 

We’re all “swimming in an ocean of light” but, like fish in 

water, are generally unaware of and pay little attention to 

our environment, said Mariana Figueiro of the Lighting 

Research Center at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Yet 

light is the conductor of our internal symphony, 

influencing when we sleep and wake, our cognitive 

abilities, how well our medicine works, even how much 

we eat. Minding your light might include shutting out 

blue daylight with rose-colored glasses (literally) to ward 

off jet leg, and avoiding bright artificial light for a couple 

of hours before sleep. 

Jeffrey Karp, co-director of the Center for Regenerative 

Therapeutics at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital, has 

invented slug-inspired tissue glues, parasitic worm-

inspired micro-needles, jellyfish-inspired cell-sorting 

chips, and a gecko-inspired medical tape. His advice to 

other medical technology designers who aspire to co-opt 

nature’s best designs? Take a trip to the zoo. 

We know that our brain influences our actions, but 

science increasingly points to the crucial role our gut 

plays in our feelings. John Cryan, neurobiologist at  

 

 

 

University College Cork, explains how metabolic activity in our gut microbiota can play a role in how our brain functions, 

particularly in regulating emotions. Research has just begun into how administering helpful probiotics – called psychobiotics – 

may help improve mental health. 

Art of Motion Dance Theatre performs at TEDMED 2014  

at the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts 

 

http://blog.tedmed.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Art-of-Motion-Dance-Theatre-17.jpg
http://blog.tedmed.com/
http://blog.tedmed.com/?cat=402
http://blog.tedmed.com/?cat=402
http://blog.tedmed.com/?cat=402
http://blog.tedmed.com/?cat=402


  



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 





 

 



 

Wearing a business suit makes a person look 
tame and civilized. You don’t expect a fellow in 
a dark wool blend to go crawling about on all 
fours. He shouldn’t stick his nose up close and 
sniff you all over. He shouldn’t growl 
menacingly. And while that crease in his 
trousers doesn’t mean he’s honest, he certainly 
shouldn’t bare his teeth and pull back coiled for 
a spring as if — oh, my — he intended to eat 
you. 

Try telling that to the characters in "Jangala," 
the dramatization of Rudyard Kipling’s "The 
Jungle Book" that Lustig Dance Theatre of 
New Brunswick brings to Hackettstown on 
Sunday. Accessorizing the uniform of corporate 
America with bits of fur or haberdashery, and 
borrowing some of his dance vocabulary from 
India, Lustig tells the story of the child Mowgli, who is raised by 
wolves, befriended by bears and kidnapped by monkeys, and 
whose life is seriously threatened by the angry tiger Shere 
Khan. 

"It’s a really cool piece. It’s fast-paced and exciting," says Lea 
Antolini, an assistant professor of theater and dance at 
Centenary College, where Lustig’s "Jangala" is scheduled to 
open this year’s Dance Fest. 

Antolini, who helps curate the series, adds that she hopes 
"Jangala" will attract families to the Lackland Center for the 
Performing Arts, where the Centenary Stage Company has 
developed an audience for theater. 

Sponsored by the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation, Dance Fest 
is in its third year of presenting works by local choreographers. 
The series will continue with performances by the Art of 
Motion Dance Theatre of Ridgewood on April 5, and Moe-
tion Dance Theater of Frenchtown on April 11. 

The series is meant to be educational. Free dance workshops 
are also included, and Antolini says her dance students have 
grown more sophisticated since the series began. "I’ve seen 
immense changes in their ability to understand modern dance," 
she says. 

 

 

"I try to make this festival communal, too," she adds, 
explaining that both Art of Motion and Moe-tion Dance Theater 
will incorporate non-professionals in their performances. 

Antolini helped prepare the breast cancer survivors and other 
volunteers who will take part in "BRCA1/Genome," a dance 
choreographed by Art of Motion’s director, Lynn Needle. The 
musical score composed by Linda Marcel is based in a pattern 
of genetic mutations that indicate susceptibility to illness. While 
the volunteers did not require dance experience, the Art of 
Motion dancers are highly skilled, Antolini hastens to point out. 
"The ballet training is very apparent," she says. 

Yoga is another influence on Needle’s work, and the April 5 
program will also include "Heaven and Earth," a piece tinged 
with eastern mysticism. Maureen Glennon, who directs Moe-
tion Dance Theater, includes a mix of students and community 
participants in "Greater Than Zero," a premiere inspired by the 
"See No Evil" proverb. 

"I love her style. It’s very theatrical," Antolini says. In addition 
to works by Glennon, the evening will offer opportunities for 
guest choreographers Lisa Peluso and Hannah Rolfes to 
present dances with feminist themes. The company’s 
ambitious program also features "Passages To," a work-in-
progress in which the performers interact with grand, sculptural 
designs. 

Robert Johnson: rjohnson76@nyc.rr.com 
 

Dance Fest returns to Hackettstown 
March 28, 2014 

 

mailto:rjohnson76@nyc.rr.com


 



  



 





 



  



  



 

  

SHAKTI                           AOMDT

                                                                     

Excerpt from HEAVEN and EARTH      

 

Choreographed by Lynn Needle 

Performed by Austin Jarred, Courtney Karam & Lynn Needle 

Costumes by Annie Hickman 

 

 



  

ORPHIC DESCENT                         AOMDT

                                                                   

    

Choreographed and performed by Lynn Needle in collaboration with Kent Lindemer 

Costumes by Lynn Needle 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  

MONARCH                                        AOMDT                                  

 

 

Choreographed by Lynn Needle 

Performed by Austin Jarred 

Costume Design by Annie Hickman 
 

 



  

SARASWATI'S DREAM                  AOMDT                                    

 

 

Choreographed and performed in collaboration by Lynn Needle and Kent Lindemer 

Costume Design by Lynn Needle 

Lighting by Ruth Grauert 

Live Bansuri Flute by Steve Gorn and Guitar by John T. LaBarbera 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

SWAN                       AOMDT                                    

 

Excerpt from HEAVEN and EARTH 

 

Choreographed by Olivia Galgano and Lynn Needle 

Performed by Gabriel Alvarez and Ayla Hitron 

Costume Design by Annie Hickman 
 

 



  

BLACKBIRD                                               AOMDT 

 

Excerpt from HEAVEN and EARTH, Jacob's Pillow Inside/Out Festival                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 

Site Specific Artistic Direction by Olivia Galgano and Lynn Needle 

Costume Designed by Annie Hickman 

Performed by Janette Dishuk 

Photo by Sara Kiter 



SLAUGHTER ON TENTH AVENUE                             AOMDT 

 

Excerpt from Legend, Myth & Nature/ Power of the Dance                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Choreography by Olivia Galgano in the spirit of George Balanchine 

Music by Stanley Black 

Performed by Janette Dishuk & M.A. Taylor 



  

FOREST                                                                AOMDT 

 

Excerpt from HEAVEN and EARTH, Art of Motion Studio Theatre                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Choreography by Lynn Needle 

Music by Friedemann, Speer and Lanz 

Performed by Lynn Needle, Janette Dishuk, Austin Jared, & Courtney Karam 



  

MAN vs. NATURE                                     AOMDT 

 

Excerpt from HEAVEN and EARTH,  TEDMED 2014 Conference/Kennedy Center, Washington DC                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

Choreographed by Lynn Needle 

Performed by Gabriel Alvarez & Erick Rios 

Photo by Sandy Huffaker 



BATTLE                                AOMDT                                    

 

 

Choreographed by Lynn Needle 

Performed by Gabriel Alvarez, Janette Dishuk, Erick Rios 

Costume Design by Lynn Needle 

Photo by Anna Hurt 

 

 



Our Mission 

The Art of Motion Dance Theatre is committed to a unique artistic vision celebrating collaboration.  Lynn Needle, former soloist with Nikolais Dance 
Theatre and Olivia Galgano, former principal Ballet Russe have created original work on the company that has developed into a vast array of 
repertory honoring the complexities of dance as an art form in the 21st Century.  Their work is continually evolving, has a clear aesthetic base and 
references the classical ballet and modern dance legacies of Ballet Russe and Nikolais. These iconic companies are tour de forces in dance history. 
 Needle and Galgano wish to continue the vision and commitment to virtuosic performance, multimedia and theatricality by  collaborating with 
costume designer, Annie Hickman, lighting designer, Ruth Grauert and various musicians and composers who have created original scores for their 
work.  The AOMDT Boutique Roster includes solos, duets, trios and small group works for 1-5 dancers and features work by additional collaborative 
relationships including Needle's partnership with Kent Lindemer, former principal Pilobolus Dance Theatre. 
 
 

 

Photo by Scott Mitchell 

Our Vision 

Needle and Galgano have invested in training the company, creating specific roles featuring each dancer’s unique expressive range and honoring 
their interest and commitment to revitalizing the classics, and creating new, fresh and vital work reflecting the world in which we live.  Three varied 
programs including HEAVEN & EARTH, POWER OF THE DANCE and LEGEND, MYTH and NATURE offer a vast array of dance, music, film, 
lighting and elaborate costuming.  Audiences have been inspired, thrilled, excited, ignited and enthralled by their work including the WALL STREET 
JOURNAL where they were recently featured for their site-specific work. The company tours, teaches and performs in theatres, festivals, gardens 
and public spaces as well as Arts-In-Education events where the company outreach extension program has impacted thousands of school children 
in the metropolitan area. 

AOMDT Artistic Collaborators 

Lighting Design: Ruth Grauert  
Costume Design & Construction: Annie Hickman 
Costume Design: Ralph DiRienzo  
Costume Mistress: Laura Rime 
Dramaturge & Artistic Associate: Stephen Innocenzi and Jan Schwartz 
IT Consultant and Web Design: Nikah Fialkoff and Sara Kiter 
Arts Administration & Graphic Design: Austin Jarred and Sara Kiter 
Photography and Projection: Ruth Grauert, Lois Greenfield, Anna Hurt, Sara Kiter, Scott Mitchell, Dieter Steinmeyer 
Film/Video Direction & Animation: John Crawford  
Original Sound Scores and Arrangements by: 
Niel Alexander, Guido Arbonelli, John Colianni, Uli Geissendoerfer, Dinu Ghezzo, Steve Gorn, John T. LaBarbera, Ron Levy, 
Dr. Linda Marcel, Enki Bello, Larry Newcomb, Stanley Yates, New Jersey Choral Society, and Garden State Opera 

 



Artistic Director Biographies  

 

Lynn Lesniak Needle, RYT 500 (Founder/Artistic Director Art of Motion, Inc. and AOMDT) earned her B.A. in 

Dance from Connecticut College where she was the recipient of the Dance Magazine National Award for choreography, 

adjudicated by Murray Louis, Pauline Koner and Clay Taliafero. Her work COOL WAVE, featured in Dance Magazine was 

performed at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. and hailed as "a flash of what is happening now...Lesniak has a great 

theatrical sense...the choreographer is in touch with the times in which we live." Lynn is a former soloist with the Nikolais Dance 

Theatre where she toured internationally, traveling to six out of seven continents and more than 40 United Sates. She has been 

influenced by many, including Martha Graham, Twyla Tharp, Luigi, Ann Reinking, and B.K.S. Iyengar, but studied intensely with 

her mentors Alwin Nikolais and Murray Louis at the Dance Lab in New York City. Nik created seminal works on Lynn during her 

tenure with the company and she began teaching and assisting Hanya Holm. While on tour she was later asked to direct the 

Nikolais and Louis Dance Lab, a professional studio school of dance in Soho where she arranged for dancers from around the 

world to study, choreograph, and perform. During this time, Lynn pioneered classes in Pilates-based exercises. Her students 

included many dancers who have gone on to perform with professional companies and tour throughout the world. Over the 

years, Lynn has been featured in the PBS documentary Nik and Murray, been photographed by Lois Greenfield, Lizzie Himmel 

and Tom Caravaglia and has enjoyed collaborating with lighting and costume designers, composers, and poets. She has 

choreographed numerous works, both site specific and for proscenium theaters throughout the country. In many of these venues, 

Lynn has set work on the Art of Motion Dance Theatre, a company established after she founded the non-profit studio, Art of 

Motion, Inc, with Olivia Galgano, her Artistic Associate. Lynn has also worked as an artist-in-residence in the public schools, as a 

staff developer, and is currently an adjunct Professor of Modern Dance at Bergen Community College. She has dedicated her life 

to preserving the Nikolais legacy and training future generations of professional dancers. Her most recent collaborations with 

performance artist and costume designer Annie Hickman, composers Dr. Dinu Ghezzo, John T. LaBarbera, and Steve Gorn and 

former Pilobolus Principal Dancer, Kent Lindemer have led to the creation of new work exploring nature, the physics of 

partnering, sculptural shape and complex relationships. Lynn and the AOMDT have been hailed by the Wall Street Journal as 

"inspired", by Out and About as "absolutely fantastic" and by the fashion blog of Women's Wear Daily as "spectacular". 

 

Olivia Galgano (Artistic Director of Art of Motion, Inc. and AOMDT) directs the classical ballet program at Art of 

Motion and choreographs excerpts from classical repertory as well as original work. Olivia began her ballet training with the 

Boston School of Ballet at the age of seven under the direction of E. Virginia Williams. At the age of 16, she became a member 

of the New England Civic Ballet Company, presently known as the Boston Ballet Company. As a soloist, her performances 

included Rustic Wedding, which was created specifically for her by Leon Danielian. The work was premiered at the Boston Arts 

Festival and also performed at the Gloucester Arts Festival. She was then invited to join and became one of the youngest 

members of the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, touring throughout the United States and Canada. Olivia's repertoire included over 

50 ballets, and she performed solo roles in such ballets as Coppelia, Swan Lake, Gaite Parisienne, Le Beau Danube, and 

Sombreros. Her coaches included such renowned artists as Fredrick Franklin, Anton Vilzak, Leon Danielian, and Irina Barovska, 

all of the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo. Now a resident of Paramus, Olivia has been teaching in Bergen County and has 

choreographed a number of original pieces that have been performed at the New Jersey Dance Festival and the Bergen 

Community Dance Festival. Along with her dedication to teaching and choreographing, she has served as chairperson of the 

Cultural Committee for the Paramus Schools and has assisted the music department in creating and developing movement into 

their curriculum. Olivia has been co-owner and artistic director of the Classic Ballet School for over 20 years. The Classic Ballet 

Ensemble has performed throughout the New Jersey school system and other community facilities. As co-director of Art of 

Motion, Olivia looks forward to continuing her artistic dedication and endeavors by sharing her love, passion, and expertise with 

the performing arts community. Olivia Galgano is an Adjunct Professor at Bergen Community College, and recent director of the 

Ars Nova Annual Concert. Olivia was recently invited to be a guest speaker at the Annual Buckhill Arts Festival in Pennsylvania, 

and is participating as an alumnus in the Boston Ballet 50th Anniversary Celebration. 

 

 

 



 

 

The Art of Motion Dance Theatre is a Repertory Company performing original works by Artistic Directors, Olivia Galgano, 
Lynn Needle and Guest Artists. The Boutique Roster includes solos, duets, trios and small works touring  with 2-5 dancers. 
The full Company Repertoire includes up to 12 dancers. AOMDT has toured theaters throughout the country and offers 
master classes as well as residences. 

 

AOMDT TOURING -  Colleges & Universities, Galas, Festivals, Gardens & Special Events 

 
Global TEDMED-The Kennedy Center/DC 
TEDMED- Library of Congress/DC 
INSIDE/OUT/Jacob's Pillow, Becket, MA 
Smithsonian Enid Haupt Garden/Washington DC  
LongHouse Reserve Gala/East Hampton, NY 
RALPH PUCCI Penthouse Gallery/NYC 
Lincoln Center/NYC 
Bryant Park/NYC 
The Wildlife Conservatory/Bronx Zoo/NYC 
DNA-Dance New Amsterdam/NYC   
MMAC-Manhattan Movement Arts Center/NYC 
Hunter College/NYC  
NYU/Steinhardt/NYC  

92nd Street Y/NYC  
The Hatch/NYC  
Earth Celebrations Christopher Street Pier/NYC 
Dance in the Desert Festival 2010/2011/2014/NV 
Int'l Composers & Interactive Artists/BCC, NJ 
Bergen Community College/NJ 
Caldwell University/NJ 
County College of Morris/NJ 
Centenary College DANCEFEST/NJ 
Rider University/NJ  
Rutgers University/NJ  
Ramapo College/NJ  
Art of Motion Studio Theatre/NJ 

 

 

MASTER CLASSES 
Taught by Artistic Directors of AOMDT and  Company Members: 

 
Ballet Folklórico de México/Colima, MX 
Trinity Laban/London, UK 
Centenary College/NJ 
Connecticut College/CT 
Washington University/MO 
Bergen Community College/NJ 
Montclair State University/NJ 
Ramapo College/NJ 
College of Southern Nevada/NV 
Public High Schools-Arts in Residence Programs/NY/NJ/CT
 
Art of Motion has hosted master classes taught by: 
Daniel Catanach & Amar Ramasar/NYCB 

Murray Louis 

Alberto Del Saz/Nikolais/Louis 

Donna McKechnie/A Chorus Line 

Luigi 

Francis Roach 

Peter Kyle/Nikolais/Louis 

Kim Gibilisco/Nikolais/Louis 

John Mineo/Fosse 

Linda Sabatelli/42nd Street 

Laurie-Crochet-Hyslop 

Carrie Ellmore/Graham 

Christopher Jeannot/Graham 

Christian Van Howard 

Anne Butler/RAD Australia 

Pam Bank/Israel 

Susan Thomasson 

Henning Rubsam/Germany 

Todd Iyins 

Paul McRae 

Paul Sutherland 

Renato Jimenez/Mexico 



 
 

AOMDT REPERTORY INCLUDES 
SHAKTI/modern trio 
LA ROTTA/medieval folk-dance quartet 
SARASWATI’S DREAM/modern duet 
BRCA 1/Genome/modern quartet with large corps, up to 16 
CHAIR DANCE/Broadway musical theater jazz octet  
EQUINOX/contemporary ballet trio 
FOREST/modern, barefoot and on pointe (5) featuring large scale costuming 
VALSE FANTASIE/classical sextet on pointe 
MONARCH/ modern solo or duet with katydid featuring large scale costuming 
PAPILLON SUITE/modern group work featuring large scale costuming 
REALM/ yoga as performance art 
THRESHOLD/modern solo set to live harp  
SING, SING, SING/jazz septet 
BATTLE/street dance trio 
WHITE ORCHID/modern dance quartet 
SWAN/classical variation on pointe 
HAUNTED/modern solo set to an original kaleidoscopic film 
Prelude to IOLANTHE/septet on pointe 
EQUANIMITY/modern shadow solo 
ITALIAN SYMPHONY/classical septet on pointe 
EBB&FLOW/modern male/female duet  
BIRDS AND THE BEES/work in progress  
CRYING OUT INTO/modern duet 
KERES/modern sextet 
ORPHIC DESCENT/modern duet 
OZONE/modern duet 
SLAUGHTER ON 10th AVENUE/male/female trio 
ONCE/female solo 
 

With permission from the estate of Claudia Gitelman: 
IMPROMPTU/ modern solo choreographed by Claudia Gitelman  
 
 

AOMDT offers three programs 

 
Program I: 

HEAVEN AND EARTH 
 

The program, characterized as the 
epitome of organic beauty, pays homage 
to eastern and western aesthetics. The 

suite embodies the mysticism of the 
heavens and the glory of planet earth.  

 

Program II: 
POWER OF THE DANCE 

 
An evening highlighting the art of street 
dance "from B-boy to Ballet" including 

original sound scores and collaborative 
projects with an emphasis on world music. 

Live music optional 
 

Program III: 
LEGEND, MYTH and NATURE 

 
A program exploring legendary composers 
and stories, Greek and Eastern mythology, 

and the intricacies of nature. Ideal for 
College and University settings. Featuring 

costumes by Annie Hickman. 

Art of Motion Dance Theatre develops meaningful relationships between arts organizations, managers, 
presenters and audiences. We invest in customizing our programming to the specific needs of the 

demographic, the theatre, and college, university and festival themes. 

 
For booking information, please contact Linda Combs 

artofmotion.inc@gmail.com | 201.652.5800  | www.aomdt.org 
 

Additional repertory pieces/ audience & community engagement options available by request. 



 

AOM  is proud of its outreach initiative spanning the past 14 years, reaching thousands across the spectrum in the metropolitan 

community through a myriad of innovative programs. AOM's outreach programs include Holiday Programs at the Cupola Assisted 

Living Facility, K-12 Arts Days, Bergen Community College Site-specific sculpture tour, Arts-in-education residences, master 

classes and inter-active "School-time" performances. AOM is also proud of our work with Special QUEST/The Arc, a program for 

teens with Autism, the Rivervale Parents of Exceptional Children Mentor Program, and our Open Hearts ♥ Open Homes/YJCC 

international exchange with teens from Nahariya, Israel.  

 

  

Art of Motion ―Street Crew‖ as part of our K-12 Arts-In-Education Outreach Program 



  

 NOW BOOKING COLLEGES + UNIVERSITIES | MASTERCLASSES | ARTS IN EDUCATION OUTREACH | FLASH MOBS 

SITE SPECIFIC + POP UP PERFORMANCES | PERFORMANCE ART + SCULPTURAL WORK | PROSCENIUM THEATRE 

 



 

 

NOW BOOKING COLLEGES + UNIVERSITIES | MASTERCLASSES | ARTS IN EDUCATION OUTREACH | FLASH MOBS 

SITE SPECIFIC + POP UP PERFORMANCES | PERFORMANCE ART + SCULPTURAL WORK | PROSCENIUM THEATRE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

For booking information, please contact: 
 

L I N D A   C O M B S 
Company Manager 

Tel: 201.652.5800 | E: artofmotion.inc@gmail.com 


